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Neo scavenger story

Locations - Encounters Not all places are made equal in this game when it comes to the type of matches they offer. I'll split them into two main convenience groups: Always active locations and locations with Advanced branches. The bonus third group will cover the obligatory secret rooms hidden in some of these locations. A) ALWAYS ACTIVE LOCATIONS The main locations
we know and love, such as DMC, ATN, etc., have significant storylines that are always open and accessible to all players in every game. Meetings in these places branch depending on the skills, objects and choices during the game, but they are always there and essentially never change. Some smaller places with more limited appointments also work this way (for example,
ZomZom's has been doing since the last update). Since these are the main vehicles on a plot in this game, they have a lot of meat for them. The large plot meeting (like those inside DMC) branch very widely and offer a lot of different options and results and quite a large volume of history that you won't get to see unless you try different things. Sometimes they are worth
approaching as puzzles, where you try different combinations to see what results you get. The main idea is this: be sure not to always play it safe and try not to choose the same choice twice, even if it kills you (not just expression). Of course there is also the option to save if you swing like this: you can copy save from the game to a different place, go through one time and then
recharge to try a different path. You still won't get to see everything you have, but you'll get to see everything available for this particular combination of skills/subjects/player behavior. Keep in mind that all important storylines include paths that allow you to survive (or rather die another day). We just need to figure out which paths these are and how to get them to open. And no,
there are no detailed tips for dealing with these here, mainly because most of them are not all that secret and you can hardly miss them when playing naturally. If you're really (really) tripped up, neo Scavenger's wiki [neoscavenger.wikia.com] has explicit spoilers on how to handle each meeting. However, to prove my point of view, here is something to try that I do not know if very
often do:- There is a surprisingly long and interesting part of the exhibition when at the entrance to the ATN choose to prepare for battle instead of calling (but make it the first chance you get). If you try it, you may want to see what happens when you decide to lie and deny your identity, and then continue to lie and deny it. Keep in mind that if you can convince them, they may want
their things back. B) LOCATIONS WITH EXPANDED BRANCHESSome of the smaller locations have a two-tier system of appointments associated with them. While the first part of the will always be available in any game, the extended part of the it will be either active or hidden. Which is what gets randomly determined every time you start a new game. However, it may be useful
to know that only one of these expanded branches will be active in any game. So if you go to venue A and an extended meeting is triggered, the extended meeting in venue B will not be available to you for this game. Moreover, they work like all meetings: the skills you have, the subjects you wear and the choices you make will take you in different ways. So for these lengthy
encounters: - There's a guy named Bob (there's always a guy named Bob). You may or may not be able to talk to him when he visits the Isotope Mine. EDIT: This has changed, this appointment is always active. C) SECRET ROOMSAny game that treats itself needs a few hidden secrets that some players will simply never encounter unless they just have luck (or read the guide).
Below are rather explicit spoilers to get to some of them.1 Inside a haunted house: If you pay extra attention to how many steps you take when visiting the house in Hidden Lake, you may be rewarded with the opportunity to run deeper into it. There are some doors there and many great ways to die, but also an interesting little secret for horror fans.2 Whether or not someone was
at Mina Isotop when you stopped by and looked at it could be a win-win. Here are three things you might want to pack with you: the electrician, iSlab and a crowbar. If you want to leave in one piece, you may want to make sure you're extra athletic. But as always, you may want to understand what happens if you are not.3 It is not from this world :P the world of chemist, Merga
Pizra, that is very important in this story. To understand how important, however, you need to pray to your beloved essence and then take this bronze mascot off. The ensuing battle is the most difficult in the game, but it is not impossible, you just need to come prepared and get lucky to survive. And yes, this hint goes under rooms, because you can visit headquarters if you
succeed. We didn't say, go try, die, try again. ;)Bonus tip: You may get an additional hint of what ghosts are like by putting your mascot back, and then observing the behavior of the creature. All I want to do in life is play NEO Stawenger. In those moments when I can't play, I just want to tell other people about NEO Scavenger. It's an RPG in which you fly from slobbering around
abandoned mobile homes in search of the most necessary things in life to reveal a complex, well-written Foltaut-style world. When you start it over and over again, choosing new skills and finding new paths with each new beginning, you will find that there is no need to ever repeat yourself and that is the inevitable of your own meanness. I wrote about her swell of failure, but this
week I started a new project. I played one neo Scavenger session a day: one life, one death. Here's the end of the week. November 17th, Hypothermia woke up, beat the dogma and burst to the east. I didn't hide my tracks. I found the sleeping bag and visited a small town. I walked into a collapsed building and used my power to pro-ship it for supplies. I found a plastic bag, a
seamstress and some medicine. I walked into a second building and found a heavy wrench that I had no way to wear, plus a saw and straw softened. I put them on my hospital dress. I went into a third building, and my best search resulted in the collapse of part of the building. The dust irritated my throat and nose until gravel scratched my right leg and hit my stomach. I was
bleeding. I moved east to another small town. It's starting to rain. I froze to death. Survival time (in the game): 12 hours. November 18, sharp blood in the lungs, which I woke up, beat the dogman, put on his corpse and put on the fur. In the east, I found shoes, jeans, a leotard, two backpacks, drugs and a tree branch. I saw a Bad M none with a framed spear and beat him to death
with the tree branch. I met a stranger and got into a fight, but she offered to talk. I've never talked to anyone before. She laughs at me for being fresh from the farm and she left. I found a better backpack and met another stranger who stabbed with his spear. I got their jeans. Another stranger approached and I hid and watched as the new stranger took the rest of the items from the
corpse, including two left shoes. I exchanged a few bullets for a phone from another lotter. I got to Glow and saw inside for the first time. I was hungry, and I had a fight with a guard. My tree spear couldn't pierce their armor. My lower chest was torn apart by an attack. I was bleeding in my lungs and I died. Survival time: 7 days, 8.65 hours. November 19, Heart stopped I woke up,
killed the dog man and moved north. I found a bag and a wooden twig. I found a warehouse I'd never seen before. I made a deal with a mechanic, and after some bartering, I tried to get him some items. Almost as soon as I left the warehouse, I was attacked by an already bleeding man carrying a spear. We fought, we hurt each other, I passed out. The player's heart has stopped
and he will probably die soon. Survival time: 9.06 am. November 20, unbearable pain I choose Electrician, Mechanic, Botany, Locktishing, Hiding and Hacking. I wake up and use the electrical skills to lock the Dogman in front of the door. I meet a Bad Müta twice from the exit zone who spots me and attacks me. They have a shotgun, I only have fists. The fight continues to come
of age as we punch, punch and mourn each other. I win. The rifle is empty, but I take it anyway along with a plastic bag and the left shoe. I'm exhausted and covered in bruises. I'm resting in a burnt shell of a building and catching moderate hypothermia. Melon challenges me. I've never met one like this before, but they're fragile, naked and alien. We're going to fight. I hit him with
the gun. He punched me in the chest and broke my ribs. I fall unconscious from unbearable pain. Melons hit me to death while I was asleep. Survival time: 6.47 hours. November 21, infection back to botany, melee, strong, monitoring. I've been killing Dogman with such incredible demonstrations of combat bravery that I'm going to take the security tapes and carry the tape with me
for days. I move towards the glowing shoes, jeans, backpacks, lighter, optical tracking device and more along the way. In the end, I drop the tape to save space. I arrive at the Aurora and accept a search to visit hidden lake to the northwest. I travel for days, avoid the tracks, and hide from fighting. In the end, I'm up against a member of the Blue Frog cult. I take his gun and wear
his gas mask and blue bomb. I watch two strangers fight from afar and decide not to get involved. I fall asleep and die of an infection I didn't realize I had, and I don't know how I got it. Survival time: 9 days, 12.11 hours. After mortem, I like rations for myself. If I enjoy something, I'il keep doing it until I get sick. This may be good, but by breaking the game experience into digestible
pieces, each experience becomes more valuable. I appreciate it more; I remember better; - I love him. Playing in disgrace like this, for example - starting and finishing every day working at your headquarters/pub - made this game much more enjoyable than if I had sprinted through it for a few days. Since NEO Scavenger has permadeath, there are also some inevitable repetitions
to it. Not as much as you think – the choice of positive and negative traits at the beginning of the game and the freedom to explore in any direction, to make each experience feel different. But the structure of its early stages and the taste of its world is the same, even if you bite it in different places. Limiting yourself to one life a day reduces the fatigue that I will eventually begin to
feel. Finally, it makes everything much more tense. I used to be frivolous with my life when I was in the early stages of a game. Why do the first few minutes matter when I can start over, and next time I might be happier with the random things I find? They don't, but now that every life is the only option I'll have to play that day, I'm as desperate to survive as I would have been if my
pockets and legs were well equipped. melons. I can play like that forever. I can keep writing about this game forever. This publication was funded by supporters of the RIP. Supporters.
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